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A New Dimension of Movement Therapy
We are introducing the “new“ MOTOmed!
- software version 5.01 -

MOTOmax
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increases motivation and fun
The new MotivationProgram MOTOmax for a more exciting
training. Coordination, concentration and muscle strength
are trained. In return you are rewarded with a smile,
jumps for joy and champion points.
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New therapy programs

efficient and individual
Each person is different, especially each indication is individual.
Therefore the new MOTOmed offers a variety of therapy programs:
a) a selection of 14 different TherapySequencePrograms,
depending on indication, therapy goals and options
b) create your own TherapySequenceProgram or simply modify your existing
therapy program according to your therapy goals and possibilities.
The new Therapy Programs allow for a wide range of settings, e.g. automatic
increase and decrease of resistance in a preset period of time (similar to a
digital mountain program of a stationary bike). There are various innovative
options available to customize your training according to the individual needs.
Contact your MOTOmed representative for further information!
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MOTOmax motivates!
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The large color screen indicates your training method,
status and progress in real-time. This allows for your immediate interaction
in order to achieve your individual training goal.
What is important for you? Choose by yourself:
a) large and clear readout, focusing on one single training data per screen
b) an overview of the most important training data
c) 24 significant training results of your current session are automatically saved
to the MOTOmed. Additionally there is a training summary of all training
sessions showing your total training results. This simplifies your long-term
analysis and your coordination with your doctor and therapist.
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MOTOmed – always one step ahead – for your convenience.
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Accesories
The new MOTOmed viva2 software provides the basis for a more detailed analysis
on the screen as well as for the new TrainingAnalysisProgram sam2 (accessory).
There are extended feedback options available, e.g. “MOTOmed Pulse Control
Cardio16“ for pulse controlled training with automatic adjustment of resistance
levels for an optimized training and for your safety.
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Movement Therapy for a Better Quality of Life
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MOTOmed Movement Therapy: 1. passive, 2. motor-assisted, 3. active resisted
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